
Arlington’s non-conductive box extenders

extend set back metal or non-metallic

electrical boxes up to 1-1/2 inches 

the easy way!

They work for any single gang device

and most steel and non-metallic outlet

boxes – providing a level, fully supported

wiring device that’s flush with the wall

surface. In steel boxes they prevent

arcing and shorting by creating a barrier

between the box and device screws.

Our newest box extender, the BE1X, has

a slightly larger flange that covers miscut

wall material and accommodates midi or

maxi cover plates. It costs the same as

our ‘regular’ single gang BE1 so if you

normally use a midi plate this is the box

extender for you!

• Complies with NEC 2014, article 
314.20 (set back boxes)

• 2-hour fire rating 

UL/CSA Listed Box Extenders
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THE Answer for Set Back Electrical Boxes

Problem:

Set back box

Made in USA

BE1 BE1X

View Video

BE1X

BE1

Aahh...

Oops...

NEW!

Same Cost as BE1



Flanges on the single-gang BE1 
are trimmable...

for multiple 
gang boxes 

DO NOT cut the flanges off the 
outside (left and right) 

box extenders. 

DO cut the flanges off both sides

of “inner“ BE1 box extender(s).

No BE3 or BE4 Box Extenders on the truck? No worries!
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UL/CSA Listed Box Extenders
Extend set back metal or non-metallic electrical boxes up to 1-1/2"

Made in USA

Distributed by

Non-combustible box extenders
deliver 2-hour fire rating
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Catalog  UPC/DEI/NAED Description Std
Number Mfg. #018997 BOX EXTENDERS Pkg

BE1 40160 Single-gang 25

BE1X 40171 Single-gang with larger flange. Hides miscuts in wall. 25

BE2 48960 Two-gang 25

BE3 48967 Three-gang 10

BE4 48968 Four-gang 10

Works in handy boxes and 4" square electrical boxes with plaster rings for a 
single switch or receptacle. Functions with all standard devices, switches and GFCIs.

BE1R 40160 Fits 3-1/2" and 4" round or octagonal ceiling boxes.  25
Trimmable for shallow boxes or obstructions


